Kyle
Item #KY8801IN

Product Category: Wall Sconce
Finish: Iron Gate
Suggested Rooms: Bathroom, Bedroom, Dining Room
Height: 11.00"
Width: 8.50"
Depth: 4.50"
Item Weight: 6.00 lbs
Packed Weight: 7.96 lbs
Dimension Weight: 14 lbs

Description
A rustic contemporary look that gives a dramatic flair to your home this design serves as a piece of art in itself. It features gorgeous white onyx shades that emit a
romantic glow and sweeping wrought iron metal bands that add visual interest. Onyx is a mottled quartz that takes a high polish. As the favorite medium for
Greek and Roman sculptors and architects onyx has become a cultural symbol of tradition and refined taste.

Special Features
Products that use natural materials are perfect for those seeking the aesthetics of natural variations. Due to its authenticity the material may vary from pictured
items. Glass color in Tiffany lighting products vary in color. No two pieces are identical.

Bulb Type: 1 75W Med Base Bulb(s) Not Supplied

Base Material: STEEL
Listed Mark: ETL Listed
Listed Mark Rated For: Damp
HCWO: 5.500
Canopy/Backplate: 4.75"H x 4.75" W
Wire Length: 6 In
Voltage: 120
Shade Info: White Onyx Shade

We reserve the right to revise the design of components of any product due to parts availability or change in our Listed Mark standards without assuming any obligation
or liability to modify any products previously manufactured and without notice. This literature depicts a product DESIGN that is the SOLE and EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY
of Quoizel Lighting Inc. In Compliance with U.S. COPYRIGHT and PATENT requirements, notificaiton is hereby presented in this form that this literature, or the product
it depicts, is NOT to be copied, altered or used in any manner without the express written consent of, or contrary to the best interests of Quoizel Inc. 03/31/2013
Quoizel Inc., 6 Corporate Parkway, Goose Creek SC 29445
8/16/2017
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*distance from wall outlet box to highest point of mounted product
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